Series: *Men Reaching Men*

The Indispensable Necessity of Connecting Men to Church

2 Timothy 4:19-22, Titus 2:2-6

1. What kinds of attitudes do you see from men towards the church? What attitudes have you had over the years? How was today’s message challenging to you?

2. “As a test, pray that God would lead you to a disconnected man at church this week.” If He does, how will you build a connection with him? What is a concrete next step in your church that you can personally invite him to be a part of?

3. “You are just as called to your church as your pastor is.” Do you value your church and make it one of your top investments of time, effort, strategic thinking, and relational capital? Why or why not?

4. What is one step you could take to make your church a higher priority in your life?

*The Big Idea: ________________________________
______________________________________________